A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

Real Boys Who Made a Difference

Looking at our little boys we can’t help but wonder who they will become as
adults. We ask ourselves what we can do to foster their strengths, to give them courage to take on hard challenges. Their experiences as children often provide the early
inspiration that moves them in the direction of a future that is both rewarding for
them – and sometimes rewards the greater community as well. Cultivating a “can-do”
attitude in children goes far toward building their confidence to follow their heart,
pursue their dreams and blaze new paths. The following titles share the inspirational
stories of young men who stepped up to a challenge and made a difference!

Manfish: A Story of Jacques Cousteau

by Jennifer Berne, Illustrated by Eric Puybaret (Chronicle Books)
As a little boy in France, Jacques Cousteau was fascinated by water…how it felt, why he floated
on it, why rocks sank in it. He dreamed of flying among the fish below, delving their world beneath
the surface of the water. But you can only hold your breath so long. As he got older he began to
explore his passion for mechanics, chemistry and film, learning how cameras worked, processing his
own film and making a LOT of home movies. But the sea kept calling to Jacques until he found a way
to fly among the fishes below. His invention of scuba gear, with his friend Emile, and his knowledge
of film-making allowed him and his friends to record the unseen beauty beneath the waves, inspiring generations to protect its fragile majesty. With poetic rhythms, stark illustrations and inspirational
afterword, “Manfish” is a book you’ll dive into regularly!

The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind

by William Kamkwamba & Bryan Mealer, Illustrated by Elizabeth Zunon
(Dial Books for Young Readers / Penguin)
In William’s village in Malawi, there was no electricity or running water. He spent his days alongside
his neighbors and family farming in the drought-plagued earth. But at night he dreamed about the radios
he heard, cars he saw on roads – he wanted to know how they worked. As the crops dried up brining famine in its wake, William was forced to leave school and had to find another way to learn. Using the small
library near his village, he found an English dictionary and taught himself to read the science and technology textbooks. He learned how things worked and believed he could make something that would help his
village – a windmill. But with no money for tools and materials, the boy William will have to use all his
creativity and tenacity to build something that may save his village. The title’s message of strength and
perseverance is as lovely as the richly illustrated pages that bring this true story to life.

Knit Your Bit: A World War I Story

by Deborah Hopkinson, Illustrated by Steven Guarnaccia (G.P Putnam / Penguin)
When Mikey’s father heads off to war, he wants to be brave and go with him. But as his Dad boards
the train, he reminds Mikey that sometimes it takes bravery to stay behind and support the war from home.
When Mikey asks his mother what he can do to help with the war, she reminds him that the soldiers need
knitted socks and caps. She offers to teach him how to knit, and he immediately nixes the idea… because
“knitting is for girls”. But when he sees pictures of firemen knitting, and the president raising wool sheep on
the White House lawn, he realizes that everyone can do their part. Mikey decides he’s brave enough to take
up the needles and learn to knit. (He even persuades some of his buddies to join him.) This story is based on
the true “Knit Your Bit” efforts across the U.S. when schools and clubs hosted contests, knitting bees and
other events to get everyone knitting for the soldiers overseas.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Dig This:
Get the Dirt on Digging Toys!

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The smooth plane of undisturbed sand, the soft terrain of dirt
and clay, the hint of something hidden just beneath the surface of soft sandstone are all a siren’s call for little hands to
dig in! From both a curiosity and a creativity standpoint, dirt,
clay and sand are natural mediums that compel children to
scrape, carve and shift it somewhere else, shape it somehow
different. Whether they are moving mounds around, excavating a hidden wonder or simply getting the bottom of things,
the following items will help your kids dig in fast!

by Paige Gardner Smith

Naturally Playful
Sand Table

Diggin’ Rigs Grinding
Gravel Yard Set

The Naturally Playful Sand
Table features a self-contained
elevated play area that is perfect
for standing toddlers and seated
children to belly-up to for every kind of sand play. The removable
cover not only protects the sand from curious cats, but is also molded
with roadways and tracks for extra vehicle play. Included are two
shovels and a cup for instant excavating. The elevation makes it easy
to sweep under and ideal for decks and patios. It’s also more accessible for physically challenged kids who may not be able to enjoy
a traditional in-ground sandbox. And no more sandy bottoms right
before you walk out the door (you’re on your own with sandy hands)!
On the level with children’s comfort and access, the Step 2 Sand Table
brings the action right where kids can get busy!

For kids accustomed to pressing Play-Doh into balls, the Diggin’
Rigs Grinding Gravel Yard Set will
let them deconstruct the dough into
gravel for building a whole new
project. Play-Doh can be pushed into
the grinder, then just turn the crank and it begins to produce “gravel”
that can be transported anywhere on the job site (play mat) for your
child’s big construction project! Chuck the Dump Truck can ferry
the dough to and “gravel” from the grinder. The set includes Chuck
the Dump Truck, grinder, grinder stand, gravel yard base and two
cans of Play-Doh modeling compound so digging, grinding, hauling
and building can break ground immediately!

(Step 2)

(Play-Doh/Hasbro)

Big Dig Ride-on
Working Crane

Egypt Excavation
Dig Kit

Sometimes you just have to
put yourself in the driver’s seat on a
big project. For kids with a sizable
sandbox, sandy ground or garden
area, the Big Dig Ride-on Crane
offers them a realistic experience
of working handles that control the
digging action of the scoop. The seat can accommodate weights
up to 60 pounds and rotates 360 degrees allowing kids to move and
master their entire construction perimeter. With sturdy steel construction, it requires minimal assembly and can hold up well in all
weather. It’s also great for developing hand-eye coordination as kids
move sand, loose dirt and even snow where it needs to go!

For the older delicate digger,
there is nothing more rewarding
than chipping and carving away the
sediment that stands between you and
your discovery. The Egypt Excavation Dig Kit offers a matrix of sand
plaster that hides within two treasures
that recall ancient Egyptian civilization. Each kit may contain a variety of objects including a bust of
Nefertiti, King Tut’s mask, sarcophagi, figurines or statues. Using
the included chisel and brush, kids can dig into the block and, with
patience, discover what’s beneath the surface. Perfect of the aspiring archeologist or field historian who would like to experience the
careful work required to coax the earth to give up her oldest secrets!

(Reeves/Breyer)

(Geo Central)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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